Welcome to the new Suprimo User Interface!

You can access the New UI via the link on the library homepage, or at https://suprimo.lib.strath.ac.uk

This document will highlight the major areas of the new UI. If you have any issues, please check the help pages and Lib Guides. If you still are having issues with the tasks outlined, clicking the “HELP” link will show you how to complete it.
Logging On
The first thing you should do is log into your library account.

Search scopes
Similar to the different search tabs in the Classic UI, the new look Suprimo has “Search Scopes” which lets you search different sections of the library. There is also a Google Style “everything” search scope called “Search the full Library”. Search for something now.

Filters (multiple and excluding)
Similar to the Classic UI, you can refine your search results via the options on the left hand side of the screen. Unlike the Classic UI, when applying more than one facet you can see which ones are applied. Additionally, you can exclude a facet from a search. Try the filters now, particularly the exclude option.

Brief Results/Full Results
Searching will pull up a list of brief results, with info about the items, and the ability to export citations, add to favourites and email a link. Clicking into the record will provide access to the full details page, with much more information about the specific record. Try this now.

Favourites
You can save items to your favourites, the new name for the e-shelf. Any items from your old e-shelf will now be shown here.

Favourites can be accessed via the Heart icon, and new items can be added from the search results. Try adding an item to your favourites now.

Emailing records
Favourites is not the only way of saving a record. A link to the record can be emailed directly from Suprimo, using the mail icon. Try this now.

Clearing searches
Having finished with a search, you can clear the search bar by either clicking the X, clicking the Strathclyde logo, or by highlighting and deleting the current contents of the search bar.
Library Card
This is where you can see your loans, requests, fines etc. It’s located under your name, where you logged in. Take a look at it just now.

Requesting items/cancelling requests
Similar to Classic UI you can request books that are in Store, or out to another user. You can only request a book when it is not available, so you may not see this option very often.

Expand beyond
You can search for items beyond what we hold here at Strathclyde, by using the “Expand beyond library collections” option above the search facets. You may be able to access these results via new integrated services such as unpaywall. Please note, the “Expand beyond” option is only possible on the ‘Search the full Library’ & ‘Articles and Papers’ search scopes.

Report a problem
Introduced with the new UI is the ability for users to report problems with a record to the HelpDesk directly. There is an option to do this in the full details pages for each record. This helps staff determine which record is faulty and respond to you in a speedy manner.

Citation Trails
Citation Trails allow users to explore related works, by highlighting any articles or papers which cite, or are cited by, an individual search result. These are accessed by the red arrows in both the full and brief search results. Try this now on the “Ketyl radical reactivity via atom transfer catalysis” article.

Browzine
Browzine lets users access articles directly, and also provides access to other articles within the same journal. You can access a Browzine by clicking on “View Issue Contents” in both the brief and full results section of an applicable search result. You can see this on the “Ketyl radical reactivity via atom transfer catalysis” article from the last section.
That’s the end of the worksheet. If you have any questions, or encounter any problems, please let me know at Kenneth.anderson@strath.ac.uk
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**Availability**
- Peer-reviewed Journals (137,665)
- Full Text Online (607,048)
- Available in the Library (75)
- Open Access

**Resource Type**
- Newspapers search
  - Articles (392,916)
  - Audio Visual (2,967)
  - Book Chapters (2,143)
- Books (6,641)
- Conference Proceedings (453)
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- APS/PSYCHO Complete (34,716)
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### Details
- **Title**: Just like superman
- **Name**: Clare. Bevan
- **Publication date**: 2004

### Get It
- **REQUEST OPTIONS**: Request

#### Andersonian Library
- Children's Books
- J 808.3 BEV

(1 copy, 0 available, 0 requests)
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### Virtual Brows
- Warwickshire / by Nikolaus Pevsner
  - Pevsner, Nikolaus, 1902-1963.
  - HOLD, Not Started. Place in queue is: 1
- Just like superman
  - Bevan, Clare.
  - HOLD, Not Started. Place in queue is: 1
  - Pick up: Andersonian Library
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Ketyl radical reactivity via atom transfer catalysis

Wang, Lu; Lear, Jeremy M; Rafferty, Sean M; Fosu, S; Wang, Lu (record owner)

Peer reviewed

Full text available
View Issue Contents